Let us consider the Analytic Hierarchy Process in which the labels are structured as graded numbers. To obtain the scoring that corresponds to the best alternative, or the ranking of the alternatives, we need to use a total order for the graded numbers involved in the problem. In this article, we consider a definition of such a total order, which is based upon two subjective aspects: the degree of optimism/pessimism and the liking for risk /safety. As several operations, such as product, quotient, and so forth, of fuzzy numbers do not preserve the triangularity, we also use the graded numbers that are analogous to the fuzzy numbers; however, the operations with graded numbers are carried out as a simple extension of operations with real intervals.
INTRODUCTION
In many situations, we use measures or quantities that are not exact but approximate. In those cases, the concept of fuzzy number is more adequate than that of real number. Since its foundation in 1965 by Zadeh, 1 the Theory of Fuzzy Sets has experienced a great growth and has obtained great importance. This fact is due, fundamentally, to the ability of fuzzy sets to express the ambiguity and vagueness that are inherent in the human language. Based on the usual operations with real numbers, Zadeh's extension principle gives rise to arithmetic with fuzzy numbers, which is commonly used.
The Analytic Hierarchy Process~AHP! proposed by Saaty 2 is a very popular approach of multicriteria decision making~MCDM! that involves qualitative data and has been applied during the last 20 years in many situations of decision making. The problem can be abstracted as how to derive weights, rankings, or importance for a set of activities according to their impact on the situation and the objective of the decision to be made.
The method uses a reciprocal matrix of decisions obtained by pair comparisons such that the information is given in a linguistic form. The eigenvector is used in order to obtain the importance of the criteria/alternatives, and the additive weightings method is used to calculate the utility for each alternative across all criteria.
In the literature there are many authors who treat the AHP from the point of view of fuzzy numbers, but we think that the operations are only approximate because the composition of two fuzzy numbers is not surely a new fuzzy number. For this, in this article, we consider the tools that are needed to solve the AHP in which the preferences are expressed by means of linguistic labels, whose values are stated as Zadeh's graded numbers. These numbers are analogous to the families of a-cuts of Zadeh's fuzzy numbers. More specifically, each Zadeh's graded number is defined as a nonincreasing family of real bounded intervals, indexed by the unit interval. [3] [4] [5] Let us remark that the family of a-cuts of each Zadeh's fuzzy number necessarily satisfies the conditions imposed by the Representation Theorem of Negoita and Ralescu, 6 whereas these conditions are not necessarily satisfied by the family of intervals that define each Zadeh's graded number.
This difference is advantageous for the graded numbers, whose arithmetic is a simple extension of the Interval Analysis, 7, 8 whereas the fuzzy numbers need additional conditions in order to be operated via their a-cuts. Under appropriate conditions, the properties of the fuzzy numbers can be transferred to the graded numbers and vice versa.
9,10 Thus, we can obtain analogous results when the rewards in a decision problem are defined as Zadeh's fuzzy numbers as well as when they are defined as Zadeh's graded numbers. The use of the latter is therefore because of their simplicity. This fact was already suggested some time ago. 5 Here, we continue such ideas, making now a more careful study of the ranking of Zadeh's graded numbers, because this is an essential aspect to solving the Saaty decision problem.
To apply these methods, we need to operate and rank the graded numbers associated with each preference. However, as we have already said for the fuzzy numbers, the arithmetic results as a natural extension of the operations with real numbers, whereas the situation is different for the ranking. In addition, the order for the rewards implies an order for their corresponding alternatives and we must finally choose "the best" alternative.
Therefore, we must use a total order for the graded numbers given as priorities. The definition of such an order is the main aspect of this article. We shall define a total order for certain graded numbers, which depends on two subjective parameters: the "degree of optimism/pessimism" and the "liking for risk /safety." The former is commonly used in Decision Theory; here we use it following the methods given by González and de Campos to partially rank fuzzy numbers.
11,12
The latter parameter is introduced here as a method to finally obtain the total order that we require.
The article is divided into six sections. First, we present the general approach of Saaty and the principal estimators of the weights. In the third section, we briefly review the fundamental aspects concerning Zadeh's graded numbers, considering only those operations that are needed to solve Saaty's decision problem considered earlier. In the following section we consider certain orders for real intervals and for graded numbers. In Section 5, we present a general problem with a graded number, the Saaty approach being a particular case. Finally, we end with the conclusions.
THE ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS: THE MODEL OF SAATY
The method of pairwise comparisons was introduced by Fechner 13 in 1860 and worked out by Thurstone 14 in 1927. In the pairwise comparison method, stimuli in the field of psychophysics, or criteria and alternatives in the field of decision making, are presented in pairs to one or more referees~e.g., experts or decision makers!.
Alternatives represent different choices of action available to the decision maker, the choice of alternatives usually being assumed to be finite. It is necessary to evaluate individual alternatives, deriving weights for the criteria, construct the overall rating of the alternatives, and identify the best alternative.
Based in pairwise comparison, Saaty's AHP 2,15 is a method widely used for multicriteria decision making. It provides a means of decomposing the general method into a hierarchy of subproblems that are easier to evaluate.
Saaty describes the seven pillars of the AHP as follows:
• ratio scales, proportionally and normalized ratio scales • reciprocal paired comparisons • the sensitivity of the principal eigenvector • clustering and using pivots to extend the scale • synthesis to create a one-dimensional ratio for representing the overall outcome • rank preservation and reversal • integrating group judgments
The AHP developed by Saaty is a widely used multicriteria decision method for multiple alternative decisions. The AHP uses hierarchic or network structures to represent a decision problem. At each level of the hierarchy, pairwise comparisons of decision elements~either criteria or alternatives! are used to arrive at priority scores of the elements under consideration.
Suppose an expert elicitation of preference intensity of element A i over element A j is a ij . For quantifying these values a ij Saaty gives the scale shown in Table I .
Let us denote the alternatives by $ A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n %~n is the number of compared alternatives!, their actual weights by $w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n %, and the matrix of the ratios of all weights by W ϭ @w i /w j # . The matrix of pairwise comparisons A ϭ @a ij # represents the intensities of the expert's preference between individual pairs of alternatives~A i vs. A j , for all i, j ϭ 1,2, . . . , n! chosen usually from a given scale. When there are n alternatives $ A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n %, a decision maker compares a pair of alternatives for all possible pairs, n~n Ϫ 1!/2, then a comparison matrix A is obtained, where the element a ij shows the preference weight of A i obtained by comparing with A j .
The elements a ij are considered to be estimates of the ratios w i /w j , where w is the vector of actual weights of the alternative, which is what we want to find. All the ratios are positive and satisfy the reciprocity property: a ij ϭ 1/a ji ∀i, j ϭ 1,2, . . . , n. Saaty's eigenvector solution of Aw ϭ l max w always exists if the consistency~or transitivity! condition a ij * a jk ϭ a ik~i , j, k ϭ 1,2, . . . , n! is satisfied.
Then, from a theoretical point of view, the AHP is based on the following four axioms:
1! The decision maker can provide paired comparison a ij of two alternatives i and j corresponding to a criterion/subcriterion on a ratio scale that is reciprocal, that is, a ij ϭ 1/a ji ∀i, j ϭ 1,2, . . . , n. 2! The decision maker never judges one alternative to be infinitely better than another corresponding to a criterion, that is, a ij `∀i, j ϭ 1,2, . . . , n. 3! The decision problem can be formulated as a hierarchy. 4! All criteria/subcriteria that have some impact on the given problem, and all the relevant alternatives, are represented in the hierarchy in one go.
A number of different methods have been recommended for the translation of inconsistent judgments arranged in the pairwise comparison matrix A into a numerical scale. The common feature of all the methods is that for a positive reciprocal matrix A ϭ @a ij # a vector w ϭ $w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n % is determined such that the matrix of ratios @w i /w j # is a close approximation to A according to some metric. The evidence favoring one element over the other is of the highest possible order of affirmation. The scales 2, 4, 6, and 8 are also used and represent compromises among the tabulated scale.
The following methods can be used for finding the vector of weights w:
• In the eigenvector method 2 the vector of weights is an eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue l max of the matrix A. According to the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, the eigenvalue l max is positive and real. Furthermore, the vector w can be chosen with all positive coordinates. It is a normalized solution of the following equation:
Aw ϭ l max w
• The least-squares method~LSM !, 16 which minimizes the objective function:
But, this nonlinear optimization problem has multiple solutions. To eliminate this problem Chu et al. 16 modify the objective function~1! in the form
• The geometric means method~also known as the logarithmic least-squares method LLSM !!, where the approximating vector w has elements of the form
The vector w is usually normalized so that the sum of the elements is one. It can be proved that the vector w with elements defined by the above equations is the solution of the problem of minimizing the sum of squares
The associated set of normal equations can be written as
A solution to log v i is obtained by solving~2! with an additive degree of freedom. A particular solution is obtained by setting ( log v j ϭ 0. An unnormalized solution to the logarithmic least squares problem in~1! can be explicitly written as
This means an estimate v i of the priority of A i is found by taking the geometric mean of the a ij over all j ϭ 1,2, . . . , n. These v i s can be normalized; however, for the purpose of establishing a statistically significant rank order of alternatives, the normalization is not necessary.
• The simple additive weighting method~SAWM! is used to calculate the priorities for each alternative across all criteria:
SOME BASIC ASPECTS OF GRADED NUMBERS IN RELATION WITH FUZZY NUMBERS
The problem of ordering fuzzy quantities has been related by many researchers, with more than 35 studies in the literature. Based on the usual operations with real numbers, Zadeh's extension principle gives rise to arithmetic with fuzzy numbers, which is commonly used. Unlike, in the case of real numbers, fuzzy quantities have no natural order.
Nevertheless, the usual order of the real line R is not extended in a natural way to the set of fuzzy numbers. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] These methods can be divided into two categories. On the one hand, some methods maintain the vagueness that is inherent in the concept of a fuzzy number, thus consisting of a fuzzy order relation. On the other hand, we have methods that give a crisp order for the fuzzy numbers.
Fuzzy decision problems require the processing of fuzzy variables and numbers that are representing vague or imprecise information. Many methods have been introduced in the literature to compute information of fuzzy variables. Based on Zadeh's extension principle, 1 several authors [26] [27] [28] [29] suggest several algorithms to complete the fuzzy weighted average.
The algorithms are based on the a-cut representation of fuzzy sets, nonlinear programming implementation of the extension principle, and interval analysis. The computation times of these algorithms are between the exponential order 2 2n for the fuzzy weighted average~FWA! of Dong and Wong. 26 Liou and Wang 29 suggested an improved fuzzy weighted average algorithm~IFWA! to simplify the former one; the computation time is~2 ϩ n~n ϩ 1!!, and logarithm time O~n{log n! for efficient fuzzy weighted average algorithm~EFWA! that reduces the comparison and arithmetic operations of previous works. 28 The computational requirements for the proposal of Guh et al. 27 are proportional to the size n and the total computational requirements are 2~n ϩ 1!.
On the other hand, it is well known that the multiplication and other related operation of two fuzzy numbers is not a new fuzzy number. 30 So, if we consider the fuzzy number related to Figure 1 , for the increasing part of fuzzy number and w ʦ @0,1#,
it is obvious that the product of two triangular fuzzy numbers is not a triangular fuzzy number, but verifies this result for a graded number. Zadeh's graded numbers are defined as nonincreasing families of bounded real intervals, indexed by the unit interval @0,1#. Its operations are defined as a natural extension of the interval operations. So, analogous results to those, which are commonly used for the families of a-cuts of fuzzy numbers, are easily obtained for the graded numbers.
A detailed study of such definitions and results appears in Refs. 3 and 4. Here, we only consider the definition of Zadeh's graded number~using compact intervals! and the operations, which are used to solve an AHP decision problem.
A Zadeh's graded number is defined as any mapping c : @0,1# r $@A, B# : A Յ B ʦ R% that assigns to each a ʦ @0, 1# the interval @a~a!, b~a!# such that ∀a,
Hereafter, we shall only use this kind of number, which will be called graded numbers for brevity.
Obviously, each graded number is determined by two functions a, b : @0,1# r R that satisfy the following three conditions:
• The function a~a! is nondecreasing.
• The function b~a! is nonincreasing.
• a~1! Յ b~1!.
The set of graded numbers is denoted by G Z~R !. Obviously this set extends the real line R, because each real number P can be identified with the graded number given by the constant function ʦ R a~a! ϭ b~a! ϭ P, ∀a ʦ @0,1# .
In the whole set G Z~R !, the functions a~a! and b~a! that represent each graded number are too arbitrary. To consider graded numbers that will be really used as linguistic terms in AHP, we shall restrict ourselves to small subsets of G Z~R !.
For convenience, we use in this article specific kinds of graded numbers: the "triangular graded numbers." This kind of number is well used as membership 
Let us consider the label that corresponds to the expression "A i is moderately more important than A j " with associated value 3. The corresponding triangular graded number, if the label is symmetric with amplitude 1, is the following:
Remark. Nevertheless, it is possible to consider more general kinds of Zadeh's graded numbers. For example:
• The L-R-graded numbers, fixing some functions L and R as a basis for obtaining the function a~a! and b~a!, respectively. The triangular graded numbers would result as the particular case where a~a! and b~a! are linear, a~0! ϭ A, a~1! ϭ b~1! ϭ M, and b~0! ϭ B. Obviously, this kind of graded number would be analogous to the known L-R-fuzzy numbers defined by Dubois and Prade.
• 3-graded number to Zadeh's graded number determined by two step functions a, b:
I r R, which are constant on the intervals @0, 
Zadeh's graded numbers offer a direct generalization of the concept of compact real interval. Thus, the arithmetic with graded numbers is a direct generalization of the arithmetic used in the Interval Analysis.
Operations. For any positive graded numbers c~a! ϭ @~a!, b~a!# , c 1~a ! ϭ @a 1~a !, b 1~a !# , and c 2~a ! ϭ @a 2~a !, b 2~a !# and any real number P, we are interested here in the operations related to AHP problems whose values are between 1/9 and 9, and which are defined as follows: a! Inverse:~c
In the same way, the problem of ranking Zadeh's graded numbers is similar to the problem of ranking intervals. For this reason, based upon an order between intervals @A, B#~with ∀A Յ B ʦ R! we shall consider finally, via the integration on I, an order between graded numbers.
We must extend the usual order of the real line R. Therefore, it is fully reasonable to take 
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Considering the intervals corresponding to each level a, it is immediate to check that this definition extends the usual order in R and that it is compatible with the usual operations considered above.
RANKING OF REAL INTERVALS AND GRADED NUMBERS

Ranking of Real Intervals
In this section we begin considering several orders in the set C ϭ $@A, B# : A Յ B ʦ R% of real compact intervals. Later, we extend those orders to a subset of G Z~R !.
According to the subject of our study, we consider that each interval represents an imprecise determination of a linguistic term. We also consider the degree of optimism, which is a subjective value given by the parameter l ʦ @0, 1#. Associated with each value l and each interval I ϭ @A, B# , we have the number M~l ! ϭ lB ϩ~1 Ϫ l!A~a precise but subjective estimation of the label!. A pessimistic~resp. optimistic! decision maker acts in accordance with the value l ϭ 0 resp. l ϭ 1!. A half-way point of view will tend to compare the mean values
_ . First, he or she ranks the alternatives looking at the value M~0 !~I ! ϭ A~resp. M~1 !~I ! ϭ B!. In this way,
For each l ʦ~0,1!, we have the order Յ l defined in C as follows:
Moreover, for l ϭ 0 and for l ϭ 1, it is a total order. Indeed, for l ϭ 0, the case 
For each l ϭ 1, we have the order Յ l defined in C as follows: Figure 4 .! In the case of two alternatives with the same value M~l !~Ii !, they are ranked according to the other extreme: the interval with the greatest B~resp. with the greatest A! is preferred.
Let us note that this is a lexicographic order; however, the second part is equivalent to the following: The interval with the greatest amplitude B Ϫ A~resp. with the lowest amplitude B Ϫ A! is preferred.
A similar criterion must be expected for values of l near zero~resp. one!. Nevertheless, for other values of l, the preference about the greatest or the lowest value of the amplitude B Ϫ A can be considered as another subjective parameter, which enables us to rank different intervals with the same value of M~l !~I !. A broad interval represents a high variation in the set of possible rewards. Conversely, a narrow interval represents a low variation of the possible rewards, whose values may be obtained with a higher degree of certainty.
For this reason, we think that the preference for a broad interval is associated with a "risky" or "gambler" individual, whereas the preference for a narrow interval is associated with a "safe" one. All this leads to the following definition.
Definition 6. Let us consider the parameter l ʦ @0,1#, called degree of optimism, and the parameter k ʦ $r, s%, which means the "liking for risk"~k ϭ r! or "liking for safety"~k ϭ s!. Associated with each value of l we define the following two total orders in the set C (where we consider arbitrary elements I i ϭ @A i , B i #; i ϭ 1,2 and the corresponding values M~l !~Ii ! ϭ lB i ϩ~1 Ϫ l!A i ):
Because the safety is associated with a more extensive interval whereas the risk is associated with a smaller interval,
• If l ϭ 0~or l Ϸ 0!, then we assume that k ϭ r.
• If l ϭ 1~or l Ϸ 1!, then we assume that k ϭ s.
• For the remaining values of l, we consider the two possible values of k. 
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The reflexive, antisymmetric, transitive, and convex properties~which guarantee that Յ lr and Յ ls are indeed total orders in C! are easily checked. We can represent each @x, y# ʦ C by the point~x, y! belonging to the half-plane y Ն x, thus visualizing the orders defined above.
• For l ϭ 0 we first rank vertical half-lines~preferring the right lines to the left ones! and second, inside each half-line, we rank the points~preferring the high points to the low ones!.
• For l ϭ 1 we first rank horizontal half-lines~preferring the high lines to the low ones! and second, inside each half-line, we rank the points~preferring the right points to the left ones!.
• For 0 ϽϽ l ϽϽ 1, we first rank the parallel half-lines~1 Ϫ l!x ϩ ly ϭ m~according to the values of m! and second, we rank the points inside each half-line~which corresponds to different intervals with the same value of M l !. The two values of k give the two ways to rank the points.
To apply Definition 6, in the case of graded numbers, we first summarize each graded number c~a! ϭ @a~a!, b~a!# into an interval, using the mean values obtained integrating the monotonic functions a~a! and b~a!.
Ranking of Graded Numbers
Definition 7. We consider the mapping G Z~R ! r C, which maps each graded number c~a! ϭ @a~a!, b~a!# into the interval @A~c!, B~c!# defined as:
In addition, and taking into account the last paragraph, for each l ʦ @0,1#, we consider the value M l~c ! : ϭ lB~c! ϩ~1 Ϫ l!A~c!.
First, we can partially rank the graded numbers, ranking its associated values M l~c !. This would be analogous to a method given by de Campos and González 11 and González 12 to rank fuzzy numbers, which generalizes Yager's 25 method~cor-responding to the case l ϭ 1 2 _ !. Let us remark that Gonzalez uses the Stieltjes integral, with respect to any additive measure defined on @0,1#.
Second, we must rank the different graded numbers with the same M l~c !. If they have associated different intervals @A, B# , then we rank these intervals using Definition 6. This gives rise to the following partial order in G Z~R !.
Definition 8. For each l ʦ @0,1# and each k ʦ $r, s% (assuming that k ϭ r for l Ϸ 0 and k ϭ s for l Ϸ 1), we define the following partial order Յ lk in G Z~R !:
• If @A~c!, B~c!# ϭ @A~f!, B~f!#, then the graded numbers c and f are not to be compared.
We are interested in extending this partial order to a total order. Thus, we must rank the different graded numbers with the same M l~c !. If they have associated different intervals @A, B# , then we rank these intervals using Definition 2.
Definition 9. For each l ʦ @0,1# and each k ʦ $r, s% (assuming that a k exists, k ϭ r for l Ϸ 0 and k ϭ s for l Ϸ 1!, we define the following total order Յ lk :
• If @A~c!, B~c!# @A~f!, B~f!#, then we use these intervals to rank the graded numbers c and f, according to the total order Յ lk given in Definition 2.
• If @A~c!, B~c!# ϭ @A~f!, B~f!#, then we use the intervals c~a k ! and f~a k ! to rank c and f (using also the total order Յ lk given in Definition 2).
CASE STUDY
Energy Allocation
We propose this example for simplicity. In this example we are concerned with finding allocation weights for several large users of energy according to their overall contribution to different objectives of society. The representation is shown in Figure 5 .
There are three large users of energy in the United States: C 1 ϭ household users, C 2 ϭ transportation, and C 3 ϭ power generating plants. These comprise the third or lower level of the hierarchy.
The objectives against which these energy users will be evaluated are: contribution to economic growth~EG!, contribution to environmental quality~EQ!, and contribution to national security~NS!, which comprise the second level of the hierarchy. We construct the figure according Saaty's solution, which, in our case, corresponds to the second component of the TFN.~See Figure 5 .! 
Social and Political Advantage
We construct the pairwise comparison matrix of these three objectives Table II ! according to their impact on the overall objective of social and political advantage. Now the decision maker, after a thorough study, has also made the following assessment of the relative importance of each user from the standpoint of the economy, the environment, and national security~the second hierarchy level!.
The matrix that collects these judgments is given in Table III . We obtain three graded numbers, one for each alternative; the upper value is in accordance with the characteristic of optimism l ϭ 1, whereas the lower values represent the pessimism l ϭ 0.
We see that the alternative C 1 dominates the other two alternatives and C 2 dominates C 3 , and then it is possible to see, in this case, that the preference order is the following: C 1 ՝ C 2 ՝ C 3 .~See Figure 6 .!
CONCLUSIONS
We present a new approach for the analytic hierarchy process in the general case in which the linguistic labels are know as graded numbers. We have demonstrated that the model is more general than the model proposed by Saaty. Taking into account the definition of division given in Section 3, it is natural that the final graded numbers have deviation toward the right; they are not symmetric.
In the particular case in which we work only with the central value of the solution, the result is the same as the corresponding in the original work of Saaty, but this central value is not for the value l ϭ 0.5, because, as we have said, the final results are not symmetric.
We have the possibility to introduce the OWA operator 32 ; in this case the three final values are taking account, introducing for this the degree of optimism.
We exhibit the advantages for the graded numbers, whose arithmetic is a simple extension of the Interval Analysis, whereas the fuzzy numbers need additional conditions in order to be operated via their a-cut. Figure 6 . The three intervals associated with the three alternatives.
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